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Generation of coherent terahertz radiation with multifrequency modes
in a Fibonacci optical superlattice

Yi-qiang Qin,a) Hong Su, and Sing-hai Tang
Department of Physics, National University of Singapore, Singapore, 117542, Singapore

~Received 18 December 2002; accepted 16 June 2003!

We investigate theoretically the generation of coherent narrow-band terahertz~THz! radiation with
multifrequency modes in an optical superlattice produced by quasiperiodically poled ferroelectric
crystal. The superlattice consists of two building blocks A and B, in which each containing a pair of
antiparallel 180° ferroelectric domains, arranged as a Fibonacci sequence. Second-order nonlinear
optical rectification of femtosecond pulses gives rise to a THz wave form whose multifrequency
modes are determined by the quasiperiodic structure properties. The relationship between
multifrequency modes terahertz generation and Fibonacci structure parameters is also analyzed and
studied. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1598644#
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Since the discovery of the icosahedral phase in Al–
alloys in 1984,1 the field of quasiperiodic structures~or qua-
sicrystals! has caught a lot of attention. Besides the stud
focused on their structural and physical properties,2,3 much
effort has been devoted to the applications of quasiperio
structures. For example, a strong suppression of the op
transmission in quasiperiodic dielectric multilayer stacks
SiO2 and TiO2 thin films has been observed.4 Magnetic po-
laritons in Fibonacci magnetic quasicrystals and cohe
acoustic phonons in Fibonacci optical superlattice have b
investigated,5,6 respectively. Study of wave packet dynami
in quasione-dimensional metal–halogen complex has b
reported7 and quasiperiodic envelope solitons has be
introduced.8 For quasiphase-matching grating, a nonline
quasiperiodic optical superlattice, multicolor second h
monic generation with conversion efficiencies
;5% – 20% has been measured.9 The quasiperiodic optica
superlattice in LiTaO3 can also be used for efficient dire
third harmonic generation.10

On the other hand, coherent terahertz~THz! radiation is
of great interest for a wide variety of applications in fund
mental and applied sciences such as spectroscopy, sen
communication, medical diagnoses, as well as biomed
imaging and tomography. Many molecular excitations
condensed matter systems fall into the THz frequency ra
which results in the great demand for narrow-band T
sources. A number of approaches have been therefore t
to generate narrow-band THz radiation. These include dif
ence generation,11 photomixing,12 optical parametric
oscillation,13 and plasma oscillation.14

Recently, one promising technique to generate narr
band THz radiations has been demonstrated, using sec
order optical rectification of femtosecond pulse in perio
cally poled LiNbO3 ~PPLN!.15 In the absence of absorptio
and domain-width fluctuation, the relative bandwidthDn/n of
the THz field is given simply as 2/N, whereN is the number
of domains in PPLN. However, it is well known that suc
THz generation in PPLN consists of only single frequen
mode radiation, which really limits the applications of TH
sources. In most of applications frequency tunability is i
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portant and essential. It is interesting and significant to
vestigate the THz generation with frequency tunability a
multifrequency modes. In the present work, we report o
studies on optical characterization of narrow-band terah
with multifrequency modes using an optical Fibonacci sup
lattice, and demonstrate numerically the possibility of mu
frequency modes THz radiation in wide frequency range

Narrow-band THz wave generation can be calculated
considering the second order optical rectification induced
femotsecond pulses. Assuming the second order suscep
ity to be modulated periodically or quasiperiodically, w
write wave equation of frequency domain in the form

]2ETH~z,v!

]z2 1«~v!
v2

c2 ETH~z,v!52v2m0P(R)~z,v!,

~1!

where the source term, P(R)(z,v)
5 (1/2p) «0d(z)*2`

1`Eopt(z,t)Eopt* (z,t)exp(2ivt)dt, repre-
sents optical rectification induced by the Fourier transform
tion of the optical pulse intensity;«~v! is the dielectric func-
tion and the spatial modulation of the susceptibility
described by the grating functiond(z). The envelope of fem-
tosecond pulse moves at the group velocity without any d
tortion when the dispersion of the optical pulse in the m
dium is neglected. For a typical Gaussian input pulse,
analytical local solution of THz field can be integrated d
rectly, and, at the output of the crystal, the contribution of t
THz field from positionz can be written in form

ETH~z,v!LOCAL5A0 expF2
1

4
t2v22gT

~L2z!

c
vG

3expF2 i S z

vO
1

L2z

vT
DvG1rA0

3expF2
1

4
t2v22gT

~L1z!

c
v G

3expF2 i S z

vO
1

L1z

vT
DvG , ~2!

where A051/(nTH
2 2nO

2) I 0 (tAp/2p) d(z) and vO5c/nO,
vT5c/nTH andETH(z, v) consists of two terms correspond
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. The Fibonacci indices and THz frequencies in range of principal value.

m, n 0, 1 1, 0 0, 2 1, 1 0, 3 2, 0 1, 2 0, 4 2, 1 1, 3 3, 0 0,
f m,n ~THz! 0.64 1.03 1.27 1.67 1.91 2.06 2.30 2.55 2.70 2.94 3.09 3
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ing to THz radiation propagating in forward and backwa
direction, respectively;r is the reflection of THz wave at th
crystal-air interface. Equation~2! may be Fourier trans
formed to get the THz field in time domain, and then sp
tially averaged to give the total output field.

The quasiperiodic grating used for simulations is t
same as the one introduced and studied previously.9 It has
two building blocks A and B of lengthl A and l B , respec-
tively, which are ordered in a Fibonacci sequence accord
to the production ruleSj5Sj 21uSj 22 for j >2, with S1

5$A% and S25$AB%. Each block has a domain of lengt
l A1 ( l B1) with positive ferroelectric domain~black! and a
domain of lengthl A2 ( l B2) with negative ferroelectric do
main. In this letter,l A1 is set to be equal tol B1 . For our
simulations presented later we have chosen the ratiot of
length scalesl A andl B ast5(11A5)/2, the so-called golden
ratio. Furthermore, the structural parameterl can also be
adjusted in our simulations. The grating functiond(z) varies
between1d and2d according to the Fibonacci sequence

As the femtosecond optical pulses propagate through
domain-reversal crystal, a THz nonlinear polarization is g
erated by optical rectification. Each domain in the crys
contributes a half cycle to the radiated THz field. The f
quency of THz wave is determined essentially by

nT5
mc

L~nTH2nO!
, ~3!

wherec is the light velocity, for a periodic structure,L is the
period of domain-reversal crystal.m is integer index andm
51 represents principle value of THz frequencies which c
responds to the most intense mode in spectral domain.
formula can be extended from periodic structure to qua
eriodic structure. In analogy to periodic structure, it is e
pected that their THz radiation will reflect the quasiperiod
ity of the Fibonacci sequence. The multifrequency mod
THz radiations are given by quasiperiodicities

nT5
c

Lm,n~nTH2nO!
, Lm,n5

D

m1nt
, ~4!

FIG. 1. Simulated THz wave forms in time domain~a! and corresponding
power spectra~b!. PPLN domain structure parameters are assumed aL
51.2 mm andL560mm.
pr 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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wherem and n are integer indices of the quasiperiodicitie
and D5t l A1 l B is the average lattice parameter. THz fr
quencies in quasiperiodical structures are seen to confin
its principal value whenm1nt,212t. There are 12 pos-
sible Fibonacci indices inside the principal value presen
in Table I. The main or so-called central frequency of pr
cipal values corresponds to the quasiperiodic index~1, 1!.

Figure 1~a! shows the result of a calculation in time do
main for 150 fs pulses, generated from a 250 kHz Ti:sapph
regenerative amplifier, incident on a PPLN crystal withL
51.2 mm andL560mm, where loss is neglected and th
widths of positive and negative domain are set to be eq
The refractive indices of optical pulse and THz radiation a
assumed asnTH55.2 andnO52.2, respectively.16 The corre-
sponding single frequency mode of the power spectrum p
ted in Fig. 1~b! is 1.67 THz, which is in good agreement wit
Eq. ~3!. Here the smaller frequency mode induced by ‘‘bac
ward’’ wave are omitted and the higher frequency mod
(m52) is also marked in Fig. 1. The multifrequency mod
characteristics of THz radiation in Fibonacci grating are
dicated in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The oscillatory properties o
THz wave form in time domain are different from THz ra
diation in PPLN. It is obvious that some beat features a
quasiperiodicities of THz wave form are observed. The f
quencies of THz modes are labeled by the quasiperiodi
indices (m, n) as in Eq.~4!. Here we set the average param
eter of quasiperiodical Fibonacci grating as 60mm (L1,1

560mm), which is same as the periodL of PPLN, so that
the main peaks of THz frequencies in the power spectrum
same for cases of Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!. The ratio of length
scalesl A to l B is t and we have chosenl A570.4mm and
l B543.2mm, respectively. The width of positive domain i
both blocks A and B is 25mm, which can be adjustable from
0 to 43.2 mm. In comparison with situation of periodica
structure, it is obvious that the fine structures of THz spec
power appear in quasiperiodical Fibonacci grating. Besi
the most intense peak taken with a quasiperiodical in
~1,1!, some other THz frequency modes, labeled by~1,0!,
~2,1! and so on, are easily observed in power spectrum,

FIG. 2. Simulated THz wave forms in time domain~a! and corresponding
power spectra~b!. The quasiperiodic Fibonacci domain structure parame
are assumed asl A570.4mm and l B543.2mm (L1,1560mm), respec-
tively. The width of positive domain in block A and B is 25mm, The
structure consists of 12 building blocks A and 8 building blocks B.
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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responding to the THz frequencies 1.03, 2.70 THz, and
on, respectively. Inset of Fig. 2~b! plots the calculated Fou
rier amplitude spectrum of quasiperiodical Fibonacci str
ture. The peak intensities of THz radiation are in accorda
with amplitude spectrum of grating function. It is also know
that the amplitude spectrum of quasiperiodical struct
strongly depends on the width of positive domain in block
and B. The dependences of the generated THz power sp
@Fig. 3~a!# and Fourier transform spectrum of grating fun
tion @Fig. 3~b!# on width of positive domain~adjustable
structure parameter! of quasiperiodic Fibonacci grating ar
illustrated, respectively. Several main intense and mode
quasiperiodic indices are calculated inside principle valu

From these figures, it can be seen that the variation
THz power with the structure parameter has the same
dency as Fourier amplitude spectrum of grating function
main indices~1, 0!, ~1, 1!, as well as~2, 1!. That means, the
nonlinear processes of THz generations strongly relate to
reciprocal vectors induced by quasiperiodic structur
Meantime, the optimum conditions for the multimodes TH
can be determined. Two frequency modes with same po
amplitude at 1.03 and 1.67 THz, respectively, can be real
for structure parameterl 516mm. It is also clearly seen tha
the two THz frequencies with equal power for 1.67 and 2
THz emerge when positive and negative domains alm
merge in building block B.

There are more freedoms for generation of THz wav
for example, when the structure parameterl equals 30mm,
the most intense THz radiation with index~1, 1! takes the
maxima. Whereas for THz generation with index~2, 1!, the
largest value occurs at the structure parameter close to
mm and THz wave with index~1, 0! increases monotonousl
in whole regain of structure parameters.

Moreover, some calculated results with respect to low
THz spectral powers are illustrated in Fig. 4. For Fibona
indices ~0, 3!, ~2, 0!, ~1, 2!, and ~0, 4!, the THz spectral
powers oscillate with corresponding frequencies 1.91, 2
2.30, and 2.55 THz, respectively, whereas the spectral p
ers, with Fibonacci indices~0, 1! and~0, 2!, increase steadily
with corresponding frequencies 0.64 and 1.27 THz. T
power amplitude of all modes inside principal value w
practical potential can be generated when the structure

FIG. 3. Dependence of the power spectra of THz radiation~a! and Fourier
transform coefficients of Fibonacci structure~b! on the structure parameterl
with the fixed widths of blocks A and B (l A570.4mm and l B543.2mm).
Here the three most intense modes with quasiperiodic indices~1, 0!, ~1, 1!,
and ~2, 1! are calculated, respectively.
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rameters located in the region of 20–30mm. Further calcu-
lations indicate that the spectral power with zero mode~0, 0!
can be restrained for structure parameters between 20 an
mm.

In conclusion, we have analyzed and investigated T
generation with multifrequency modes in an optical F
bonacci superlattice. The dependence of THz radiation
quasiperiodicities and reciprocal vectors of Fibonacci grat
have been obtained. In comparison with THz generation
PPLN we have predicted that a significant source of cohe
THz radiation with multifrequency modes will be achieve
using quasiperiodic optical superlattices. Such THz sou
with multifrequency modes can provide THz radiation in
wide range of frequencies whose spectral power can be
justed by structure parameters. The results presented
would be beneficial and flexible to the design of a practi
THz generator with multifrequency modes.
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